Dear Sir/Madam,
It is nice to hear that you are interested in SeffShoe Footwear.
SeffShoe Footwear is provided after getting maximum information on the condition of your feet and
Gait. Your daily walking and standing pattern and the surface on which you walk in and out of
House.
Please furnish the details. Try to get the photograph as described and take the foot map of both the
feet by following the instructions religiously. Try to get other medical information from your
physician.
The footwear type you should wear depends upon this information and the neuropathic status of your
feet. We will help you in the same. If there is any wound or callus on your feet encircle it with
lipstick before taking the foot map. At our Foot Gait Laboratories we do Videography photography
etc. Please note that, more the info you provide more the footwear will be of help.
Please send the form, Foot Map and photographs to us by mail, E-mail, or courier.
type of footwear, the colour choice and send it to us along with the money. or deposit the amount by
cheque in our account and send the slip in original to us. Keep the Xerox with you.
You can view the photographs on www.SeffShoe.com
For any help please feel free to contact us.
With Regards.
D. K. Kelkar

For Your Feet Only
Dhansai Laboratory / SeffShoe Diabetic Footwear
Address: 3,A, Uttung co-op Society, behind Bharat Bank,
off sonawala Road, Goregaon East,
Mumbai 400 063
contacts: www.dhansai.com www.seffshoe.com dhansai@gmail.com
phones: 022 26863711, 65065162 Mo. 9819526756, 9833410235
Take the Photographs like this from front and back while standing normaly and looking
straight ahead
If you could take video at this height while taking a few steps to and frow it will be a great
help.

Slipons for Home and limited outdoor use
Rubber sole for Home use and High Grip for
those whose foot is not at risk.

Sandals for Home and limited outdoor use
Rubber sole for Home use and High Grip for
those whose foot is not at risk.

Shoes for outdoor use
High Grip Sole for those whose
foot at risk.

Shoes and boots for outdoor and indoor use
High Grip Sole for those whose
foot at high risk or with Propriception loss.

Diabetic Sandals for outdoor use
High Grip Sole for those whose
foot at risk.
Designer Footwear

Repeat the steps for left foot.
Write your name and address, phone No. , E-Mail etc on both the sheets.
Chose the footwear. take the photograph as described
and send all the information to us by post or courier.

